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Projected Round: Top 5

Bradley Chubb
NC State
HEIGHT: 6’4”

COMBINE:

40 YD DASH: 4.65

WEIGHT: 269
3 CONE: 7.37

PROS
•
•
•
•
•
•

NFL ready defensive end/OLB, great size
Hyper explosive with great first step
Can bend the edge to QB
Nasty temperament, tone setter
Mature pass rush with power and finesse
Looks comfortable in space, used everywhere

20 YD SHUTTLE: 4.41

ARMS: 34”
VERT: 36”

CONS
•
•
•
•
•

Sometimes is a bit too hot headed
Doesn’t always play up to strength vs run
Needs to keep shoulders square consistently
Loses track of the ball a times
Needs to finish plays, not whiff

SUMMARY
Senior defensive end Bradley Chubb is the kind of defensive end that can change your defense
with his pass rushing ability. Chubb has the physical profile of a franchise pass rusher who can
consistently get 10 plus sacks per season. With an incredible first step, edge bending ability and
an NFL ready body, Chubb will likely be a Top 5 pick this spring. The two-time Wolfpack captain is
a disruptive force in both the running and passing game and has great fundamentals to work
with for an NFL team. He has several pass rushing moves that he can chain together if need-be.
While he does struggle to get pressure versus athletic tackles who can match him to the edge,
Chubb seems capable of learning to use his speed and has the power to counter, given time.
While he gives great effort versus the run, Marietta, GA native needs to be more consistent. He
plays with too high of a pad level at times and doesn’t keep himself square versus tackles that
are trying to reach block him. He also allows himself to be washed down the line on the frontside of zone blocks instead of holding the point of attack and clogging rushing lanes. He has the
strength to hold up against the run but will sometimes try to run around the play instead of
fighting through the trash. Chubb was used in a variety of spots his senior year and looks
comfortable enough in space to play in a 3-4 as an outside linebacker as well. Chubb is a dynamic
player that has little downside, outside of the fact that his temper and competitive fight, can get
the best of him sometimes. Clear Top 5 pick that will excite any team he is drafted by.

